TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

N.W. 28
SEC. 2021
COR. 29128
T 15 R 10 W1 W.M.
S. E. 20

HISTORICAL: GLO Pq. 78 1910 - 1930
CROWN REWITNESS TO BE RECORDED
SEE MAP OF LIGHTHOUSE COUNTY QUARRY
TO BE RECORDED IN NEAR FUTURE

CONDITION

FOUND: 2" I.P. BADLY RUSTED
CROWN REWIT.

| NOT FD. | 30" HEMLOCK 5.85'E. 78'4" | 28.4' LS | GLO. Pq. 78 |
| NOT FD. | 10" HEMLOCK 5.31'E. 32'4" | 32'4" LS | GLO. Pq. 78 |
| NOT FD. | 36" HEMLOCK N 31° W 45'4" | 45'4" LS | GLO. Pq. 78 |
| NOT FD. | 30" HEMLOCK N 47° E. 57'4" | 57'4" LS | GLO. Pq. 78 |
| FD. 2 | 7" HEMLOCK N 16° E. 68'4" | 68'4" FT | CROWN |
| NOT FD. | 24" HEMLOCK S 40° E. 10'4" | 10'4" FT | CROWN |
| NOT FD. | 25" HEMLOCK S 56° E. 19'4" | 19'4" FT | CROWN |

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP AT POSITION OF FD. 2" I.P.
FD. 4"x 4"x 6" Post WEST 10' feet
84" Flat Section EAST 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
NO NEW BTS. AVAILABLE DUE TO LOGGING

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 470'
IN 20° N. FROM LIGHTHOUSE COUNTY QUARRY BOX #7

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR & DAN MCNUTT

DATE: 7-77

* = County corner tag affixed.